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Abstract: With the popularization of computer technology and the continuous development of
human-computer interaction, the application of virtual reality technology has gradually penetrated
into education, medical treatment, communication, entertainment, commerce and other fields.
Starting from the system structure of virtual reality technology, this paper deeply studies the design
of virtual reality technology in the development of game industry. At the same time, this paper
studies the practical application of virtual reality technology in the game industry, hoping to provide
reference for the development of virtual reality games.
1. Research background
1.1 Literature review
As the main body of the game industry, video games have been developing towards virtual
reality since it came into being. The game console is a special virtual reality system (Cui, 2018).
From the initial word games, to two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and then to three-dimensional
online games, video games have maintained interactivity and real-time, and immersion and fidelity
have been constantly strengthened and improved (Yang and Liang, 2018). At present, the virtual
reality scene can be displayed on the digital platform, and its three-dimensional effect is very
realistic. Participants can communicate and communicate with the virtual world through virtual
reality devices and interactive interfaces (Huang, 2017). Virtual cities, shops, buildings or other
spaces can be built by computers. Virtual entities in virtual environments can be either fixed or
active (Wu, 2018). The active entity is the object that the player controls the game program. The
fixed entity belongs to a part of the virtual environment, such as the fixed wall. In October 2009,
Qualcomm Co. Ltd. unveiled a virtual world system that maps the location of the virtual world to
the real location in role-playing games, using the mobile feature of wireless devices (Fang, 2018).
In 2015, SK PLANET Corporation of Korea developed an online running game, which used virtual
reality technology to create a virtual running environment, including light, billboards, roads and so
on. Users can experience the real sense of running training through virtual running environment
(Cui and Zheng, 2018). At present, from the rudimentary technology of virtual reality to virtual
reality technology, to the more interactive augmented reality technology, the United States, South
Korea and other countries have a certain research foundation. In the aspects of interaction and
conception of virtual reality technology, there are many innovations in technology improvement,
and the application of virtual reality technology is also greatly promoted.
1.2 Purpose of research
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the development of science and technology has
obviously accelerated, and the speed of popularization of new technologies in civilian use is also
increasing. The application of virtual reality technology has brought tremendous changes to people's
lives (Sun and Su, 2017). In the game industry, the application of virtual reality technology is
becoming more and more popular, and virtual reality games also bring unprecedented sensory
experience to people. However, at present, the application of virtual reality technology in the game
industry is still dominated by Western patent powers. The key patents of virtual reality technology
in the game entertainment application are mainly concentrated in Japan, the United States, South
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Korea and other patent powers. China's virtual reality technology in the design and application of
the game industry is not mature enough, the related application patents are relatively small, and the
relevant research literature is still insufficient. Based on this, this paper studies the design and
application of virtual reality technology in the development of the game industry, in order to
provide reference for the development of virtual reality games.
2. Overview of virtual reality technology
2.1 Introduction of virtual reality technology
VR is a practical technology born in the 1980s. The technology was originally invented by the
United States and was mainly used in military exercises (Wang et al., 2017). Later, with the
continuous development of science and technology, virtual reality technology has been gradually
introduced into other fields. Virtual reality technology is actually a new technology which combines
science and technology with computer technology. This technology can realize the creation of
three-dimensional virtual scene. Moreover, users can move the virtual space according to their own
ideas and actual needs under the virtual reality technology. The realization of this function is mainly
based on the mode of human-computer interaction. Virtual reality technology has been applied to
many disciplines and technologies, including artificial intelligence, image sensing technology and
computer image processing technology. In the aspect of building virtual scene, virtual scene
shaping is mainly based on virtual reality technology of computer modeling. At present, virtual
reality technology has made great breakthroughs in shaping virtual scenes in some fields. For
example, in some scenarios, virtual reality technology has great advantages. It can not only help
people reduce or avoid some dangerous scenarios, but also reduce labor costs to a large extent. It
has very good application value for every link of people's daily life and production.
2.2 System structure of virtual reality technology
Virtual reality technology can be divided into three main categories. The first is mainly the
display of 3D objects, such as CuLt3D and Viewpoint technology. Generally speaking, this virtual
reality technology mainly uses the display of electronic commerce products. For example, many
businesses on e-commerce platforms such as Taobao or Jingdong will use this technology to display
the three-dimensional effects of products to consumers. The second is virtual space scene
technology. The main application scenarios of this kind of technology are virtual tourism, real estate
display and so on. At the same time, people are increasingly demanding to see things. Many real
estate developers have begun to use virtual reality technology to show real estate information for
customers. The third is the most widely used API image interface or underlying engine technology,
such as OpenGL and OGRE. The frame structure of virtual reality system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.Framework of Virtual Reality System
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3. Design of virtual reality technology in the development of game industry
3.1 Interactive design
The application of virtual reality technology in the game industry generally adopts interactive
design, that is, through a specific structure and form, to create a transmission channel and window
to complete the information transmission between the system and users. This allows users to
exchange information with the game system, so as to achieve the game purpose of data transmission.
This feature is prominent in two aspects: user experience and easy operation of the system. At the
same time, the design of the game system also needs to fully demonstrate the need of peopleoriented. The ease of operation of the system is mainly related to the ease of operation of the game
system. When users input game-related instructions into the game operating system, the simpler
these operations are, the faster users will learn. This also shows that the easier the system interacts,
the more friendly the system is. Moreover, game systems need to be consistent and clear at the same
time. In this way, users can make a rough prediction of the system behavior when they are
experiencing the game, and they can also understand the operating system of the whole game more
quickly and clearly. This can not only help users quickly apply the previous experience of game
operation to the new game, but also reduce the burden of the players' operating memory for the new
system, and learn the operation of the new game system faster. In addition, the application of virtual
reality technology in the game industry should also have reliability. Only in this way can the user
operate the game system correctly and improve the fluency of the game system and the user's
operation smoothly.
3.2 Interface design
In the development of the game industry, there are some design principles that must be followed
in the application of virtual reality technology to the design of game interface. The first principle is
that game developers need to follow some relatively standard interface design that already exists in
the industry. At this stage, the development of the game industry has been relatively mature, the
overall scale of development of the industry is also expanding, and the types of games are also
enriched. In this process of development, there are also some standards and norms in the game
industry. These standards and specifications include the rules of game interface design and the
requirements of industry unification. And game developers need to follow industry standards in the
interface design of new games. For example, in game interface design, there are some conventional
buttons that need to be set according to industry standards, including creating new games, adjusting
game settings options, exiting games, game archiving and other buttons. Because in the
development process of the game industry, accumulated a lot of experience, in the game settings
will continue to use the existing design thinking. The game interface is one of them. Simple and
easy-to-use interface design has formed a fixed pattern recognition in the impression of some users
and players.
The second interface design principle that game developers need to follow is to maintain the
consistency of the overall game art design. In the overall aesthetic style design of the game, game
interface design is an indispensable and important component that can not be ignored. When
designing the main interface of the game, game developers need to consider a problem, that is, the
visual experience brought by the game to the players must be unified and coordinated. This requires
game developers to unify the elements displayed in the game interface, including the story
background of the game and the overall tone of art. For example, when designing a science fiction
game, game developers need to highlight the visual elements of science fiction in the main interface
of the game. In order to embody this visual element of science fiction, game developers can directly
extract background music, graphics or words from the game process and add them to the visual and
auditory display of the relevant interface. This can make the player's hearing and vision more
intense, and help to improve the immersion of the game and the overall experience effect.
The third principle to follow is to maintain a human interface design. Game is a software
program based on computer hardware. Each player uses different hardware configurations. In order
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to ensure the smooth operation of the game on each player's game platform, players will adjust the
efficiency of the game according to the configuration of their own hardware devices. Players may
lose patience if the game interface is too complex to design. Therefore, the design of the game
interface should be as simple and easy as possible. Specifically, it allows players to quickly select
and configure the game, and quickly enter the game. If the content can be displayed in the secondlevel interface, there is no need to extend it to the third-level interface. At the same time, the display
of various messages in the game also needs to follow the humanized layout and arrangement design
to ensure that players can quickly notice the relevant information prompts in the game. Moreover,
in the design of game interface, we should try to simplify the display of game information, avoid
too much information to distract players' attention, so that players can have a better sense of
immersion and experience in the game.
4. Application of virtual reality technology in the development of game industry
4.1 Virtual reality game scene production and running fluency debugging
Generally speaking, when game developers make three-dimensional game scenes, they need to
consider and design the speed of the game. If you want to show the physical advantages of the game
engine in the game design, and bring a strong sense of three-dimensional game experience to the
game players, you can choose polygons when making three-dimensional scenes. It should be noted
that the choice of polygons requires polygons with more faces. In addition, high precision texture
can also be selected in game design. This design will also have a problem, that is, the amount of file
data will be very large. Therefore, through in-depth research and repeated testing, this paper decides
to choose the appropriate number of polygons according to the different game scenes. In addition,
for real-time light interaction data operation in the game, light shadow baking can also be used to
avoid.
4.2 Development and debugging of data interface for virtual reality hardware system
In the hardware design of virtual reality technology, the main task is to synchronize the
somatosensory device and virtual reality helmet data in the game engine. There are two main steps.
One is to develop a plug-in for data interaction between somatosensory devices and game engines.
The game player's action data is captured and transmitted to the game engine. By capturing the data
of players' actions set in the game engine pool, players' actual actions can be displayed
synchronously in the game. The second is to test the input and output of the game engine, the
transmission delay of the picture and the display effect of the picture for the head tracking signal
and the video signal of the virtual reality helmet.
4.3 Development and debugging of virtual reality game interaction mode
As for the device design of real-world VR somatosensory games, the interactive capture system
is mainly used, which mainly realizes the analysis of tracking range data and the determination of
tracking range angle in the process of running the game. In the test of game engine, this paper
mainly defines the gesture action, user action range and the whole game venue range of
somatosensory game. In addition, according to the actual needs of the game experience, this paper
realizes the height setting of the human visual camera based on the player's perspective in the
design of the game engine. Gamers can wear virtual reality helmet and experience the realistic game
picture through eyeglasses. Moreover, we can improve the experience effect of virtual reality games
by setting the proportion of players and scenes.
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